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INTRODUCTION
Sustainable development and energy conservation requires a constant search
for new materials which are very efficient in terms of thermal and mass insulation,
with high mechanical performance and especially easy recycling without affecting
the environment at end of life. In this context, our laboratory is conducting research
activities on the heat and mass transfer in a series of earth-plant–based concretes
intended mainly for the construction of ecological habitat. Heat and mass transfer
phenomena are omnipresent in all the life cycles of these construction materials,
i.e., during processing, for everyday use, and last, in recycling processes. Thus, the
investigation of the phenomena of coupled heat and mass transfer in capillary
porous media is an important topic of research investigation.
Address correspondence to Tahar Loulou, Universite´ de Bretagne Sud, Centre de Recherche,
LET2E, Rue Saint Maude F-56321, Lorient Cedex, France. E-mail: tahar.loulou@univ-ubs.fr
In this article, the problem of computing an optimal heat input in Luikov’s heat and mass transfer 
problem is detailed and analyzed. The main objective is the establishment of an optimal time-
dependent heat flux profile with the goal of maximizing the temperature and moisture sensitivities 
of some parameters to this excitation in a drying process. Such maximization makes the estimation 
of the desired parameters possible, easier, and with lim-ited uncertainty intervals. It also helps to 
reduce the linearity dependence between the para-meters of interest and the number of 
temperature and moisture sensors used. The estimation of the optimal heat input is obtained with 
Uzawa’s algorithm, while the estimation of para-meters is performed with Levenberg-Marquardt’s 
method of minimization of the ordinary least-square criterion. The six dimensionless parameters 
characterizing Luikov’s equations are estimated successfully with this optimal heat flux profile, 
which also helps to reduce the number of both temperature and moisture sensors needed in the 
estimation procedure. By doing so, the objective of estimating simultaneously the six parameters 
which appear in the formulation of Luikov’s physical problem is reached by using a limited 
transient temperature and/or moisture measurements taken anywhere in the drying medium.
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The theory of heat and mass transfer is based on the phenomenon of thermo-
diffusion found by Luikov in 1935 [1]. On the basis of the thermodynamics of irre-
versible processes, he defined a system of coupled partial differential equations
known as Luikov’s equations. This system of equations has been used extensively
in the literature to study different geometric configurations with several drying
bodies. Luikov’s equations are governed by six fundamental parameters which take
into account the heat andmass diffusion effects in the medium and the applied
boundary conditions (energy and mass balance at the boundaries). These dimension-
less parameters are Biq, the heat Biot number; Bim, the moisture Biot number; Lu,
the Luikov number; Pn, the Posnov number; Ko, the Kossovitch number; and e,
the phase conversion factor.
Recently, several articles dealing with the solution of the inverse problem of
coupled heat andmass transfer have appeared in the literature [2–12]. In these articles,
both parameter and=or function estimation approaches are used in the solution of
these inverse problems by using temperature and=or moisture measurements. The
most-used methods are the Levenberg-Marquardt method in parameter estimation
and the conjugate gradient method in function estimation, respectively. For example,
for the function estimation approach, Huang et al. [13] and Saker et al. [8–10] used the
conjugate gradient method to determine the unknown time-dependentand spacewise
variations of mass and heat transfer coefficients in porous material from the knowl-
edge of the temperature and moisture measurements taken within a drying body.
The extensive work of Kanevce and his co-workers [2–7] was based mainly on
finding the possibilities of estimating simultaneously the moisture diffusivity,
together with other thermophysical properties of vegetables, as well as the heat
and mass transfer coefficients. Their method requires a single drying experiment
and a single temperature measurement probe. As a representative drying vegetable
product, thin slices of potato have been used as the sample material. An analysis
NOMENCLATURE
a, aq thermal diffusivity
am moisture diffusivity
Bim moisture Biot number
Biq heat Biot number
cm specific moisture
cq specifi cheat
C(x, t) moisture field
DC(x, t) variation moisture field
hm mass transfer coefficient
hq heat transfer coefficient
k, kq thermal conductivity
km moisture conductivity
Ko Kossovitch number
L thickness
Lu Luikov number
L Lagrangian functional
Pn Posnov number
q(t) applied heat flux
t time
T(x, t) temperature field
DT(x, t) variation temperature field
x space coordinates
b Lagrange multiplier
d thermo-gradient coefficient
e phase conversion factor
e small number
Subscripts
a air
f final
m moisture
q heat
r reference
Superscripts
i initial
þ dimensionless variable
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of the influence of the drying air velocity, temperature and relative humidity, drying
body dimensions, and drying time on the moisture diffusivity estimation enables
them to predict the optimal design condition of appropriate experiments to be
conducted as well.
In their article, Dantas et al. [14] estimated three parameters among the six
parameters characterizing Luikov’s system by using only one temperature sensor.
Later, the estimation of four parameters was attempted and succeeded by using sim-
ultaneously the measurement of two sets of temperature and moisture sensors with
different locations for each set [15]. In these two articles, substantial work was
accomplished toward optimizing the experimental conditions leading to the best esti-
mate of a maximum of parameters among the six presents in Luikov’s formulation
with a reduced amount of uncertainties. Their work concentrated mainly on the
determination of the minimum temperature and moisture sensors and the optimal
duration of the experiment needed in the estimation algorithm. The results presented
concern the drying process of four test cases: tests 1–3 represent a commonly used
wood, while test 4 deals with the drying of ceramics.
The objective of the inverse problem, presented in [14, 15], was the estimation
of the dimensionless parameters Biq, Bim, Lu, Pn, Ko, and e from the temperature
and moisture measurements. As the sensitivity coefficients of Pn and e were practi-
cally null, it was impossible to estimate these two parameters despite great efforts
involved in optimizing the experiment conditions.
The attempt at estimating Luikov’s parameters from an experiment, in which the
postions, the number of sensors of temperature and=or moisture, and the experiment
duration were optimized, did not reached its target; i.e., the simultaneous estimation of
the six parameters from a single experiment failed. Indeed, the optimal design involv-
ing the choice of the states to be measured, the frequency and location of measure-
ments, and the duration of experiments shows its limits; thus, searching for another
solution to this problem is the obvious course to take. The estimation of Luikov’s
parameters certainly depends on the above-mentioned factors and on the applied
boundary conditions as well. This fact suggests that we may form some hypotheses
on the experimental conditions used until now, and attempt to optimize one boundary
condition of the direct problem which makes (1) the identifiability of all parameters
possible, and (2) the estimation of these parameters with the best precision.
In this work, we consider the problem of the determination of an optimal input
(one boundary condition) for a nonlinear distributed parameter system with the
following given experimental conditions: (1) the number of sensors is known and
limited; (2) the sensor locations are well known; (2) the experiment duration is set;
and (4) the amplitude of unknown thermal input is constrained. The article is orga-
nized in four sections including the present one (introduction). Section two presents
in detail the formulation and derivation of the problem of finding an optimal heat
input with constraint. Section 3 presents the results of two analyzed test cases: cer-
amics and wood. The last section presents the main conclusions of this research.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this article, we consider the problem of computing temperature and moist-
ure distribution during contact drying of a moist, porous medium; see Figure 1.
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The initial theoretical formulation given in [1] is reproduced here with slight
changes in the boundary conditions, which are taken as a function of time, i.e.,
the applied heat flux q(t) at x¼ 0, the surrounding air temperature, and the sur-
rounding moisture content, at x¼L, are all considered as time-dependent functions.
In this case, the dimensionless coupled heat and mass transfer problem is given by
qTðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qCðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð1Þ
Tðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð2Þ

qTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ qðtÞ x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð3Þ

qTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq½Tðx; tÞ  TaðtÞ  ð1 eÞKoLuBim½Cðx; tÞ  CaðtÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0
ð4Þ
for the heat transfer phenomena and
qCðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Cðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð5Þ
Cðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð6Þ

qCðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð7Þ

qCðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim½Cðx; tÞ  CaðtÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð8Þ
for the mass transfer phenomena. The source terms present in both diffusion equa-
tions and boundary conditions manifest (translate) the coupling effect between the
Figure 1. Geometric configuration and coordinate system.
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two phenomena: heat and mass. The dimensionless variables appearing in the above
system of equations are defined by
Bim ¼
hmL
km
dimensionless mass transfer coefficient
Biq ¼
hL
k
dimensionless heat transfer coefficient
Ko ¼ k
c
Cr
Tr
Kossovitch number
Lu ¼ am
a
Luikov number or (Lewis number)1
Pn ¼ d Tr
Cr
Possnov number
c ¼
cq
cm
ratio of specific heat to specific moisture content
qþðtÞ ¼ qðtÞL
kTr
dimensionless heat flux
Tþðxþ; tþÞ ¼ Tðx;tÞT
i
Tr
dimensionless temperature
Tþa ðt
þÞ ¼ TaðtÞT
i
Tr
dimensionless air temperature
Cþðxþ; tþÞ ¼ C
iCðx;tÞ
Cr
dimensionless moisture
Cþa ðt
þÞ ¼ C
iCaðtÞ
Cr
dimensionless air moisture
xþ ¼ x
L
dimensionless coordinate
tþ ¼ at
L2
dimensionless time
where Tr and Cr are a reference temperature and reference moisture, respectively.
For the sake of clarity, the superscript (þ) is omitted in the above-presented system
of equations (1)–(8). The solution of Luikov’s equations can be obtained analytically
in some simple linear cases [14–19]. Equations (1)–(8) are referred to as a direct
problem in the inverse problem terminology and aim to determine the dimensionless
temperature and moisture fields T(x, t) and C(x, t).
The objective of the inverse problem, presented in [14, 15], was the estimation
of dimensionless parameters Biq, Bim, Lu, Pn, Ko, and e from the temperature and
moisture measurements. As the sensitivity coefficients of Pn and e were practically
null, it was impossible to estimate these two parameters despite the great efforts
involved in optimizing the experiment conditions.
The design of optimum experiments is of great importance in parameter and
function estimations in all scientific fields [20, 21]. Indeed, it is well known in the
literature that the choice of experimental conditions, such as the number and
location of sensors, experiment duration, etc., for distributed systems has a strong
connection with the accuracy of estimated unknowns [20, 22–24]. The optimal design
basically consists of examining a priori some kind of measure ofthe accuracy of the
estimated parameters and functions. Many criteria are proposed in the specialized
literature, and the most used among them are D-optimality criterion, E-optimality
criterion, A-optimality criterion, and the sensitivity criterion. All of them are based
on the concept of the Fisher information matrix (FIM), which is widely used in opti-
mum experimental design theory [25, 26, 21]. The elements of this matrix are nothing
more than the sensitivity coefficients, i.e., the derivatives of the state variables
(temperature, moisture) with respect to system parameters.
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The sensitivity of temperature and moisture, as a function of time, with respect
to the parameter e and Pn at a given sensor location xi are defined by [20, 22–24, 27]
Teðxi; tÞ ¼
qTðxi; tÞ
qe
and Tpðxi; tÞ ¼
qTðxi; tÞ
qPn
ð9Þ
Ceðxi; tÞ ¼
qCðxi; tÞ
qe
and Cpðxi; tÞ ¼
qCðxi; tÞ
qPn
ð10Þ
There are different ways to compute the sensitivity coefficients: (1) finite-
difference method, (2) differentiation of the direct problem, and (3) the analytical
method if one has at his disposal an analytical solution of the direct problem. For
computational purposes, the central finite-difference method is simple and gives
excellent results if the rounding errors and truncated errors are carefully handled.
Applying the above definitions of the sensitivity functions to the direct problem,
we obtain the following set of equations:
qTeðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2Teðx; tÞ
qx2
Ko
qCðx; tÞ
qt
 eKo
qCeðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð11Þ
Teðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð12Þ
qTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð13Þ

qTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq Teðx; tÞ þKoLuBim½Cðx; tÞ  CaðtÞ
 ð1 eÞKoLuBim Ceðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0
ð14Þ
qCeðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Ceðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Teðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð15Þ
Ceðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð16Þ
qCeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð17Þ

qCeðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim Ceðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð18Þ
for the temperature and moisture sensitivities with respect to the parameter e, and
qTpðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2 Tpðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qCpðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð19Þ
Tpðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð20Þ
qTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð21Þ
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
qTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq Tpðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoLuBim Cpðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð22Þ
qCpðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Cpðx; tÞ
qx2
Lu
q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2
LuPn
q
2Tpðx; tÞ
qx2
0< x< 1 t> 0 ð23Þ
Cpðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð24Þ

qCpðx; tÞ
qx
þ
qTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð25Þ

qCpðx; tÞ
qx
þ
qTðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim Cpðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð26Þ
for the temperature and moisture sensitivities with respect to Posnov number Pn.
Due to its simplicity, the sensitivity criterion (or T-optimality criterion), which
consists of maximizing the trace of the information matrix, is used in this work to
increase the sensitivity coefficients Te(xi, t) and Ce(xi, t) by building an optimal heat
input with the goal of estimating simultaneously all Luikov’s parameters [28]. As
shown in Eqs. (1)–(8), the direct problem is subjected to heat input (heating) from
its bottom side, expressed by the quantity q(t), and heat and mass convection losses
from its top side, governed by (Biq, Ta(t)) and (Bim, Ca(t)), respectively. Any one of
these boundary conditions can be used as an optimal input in this design problem,
and the present article considers the heat flux q(t) as the input to be optimized.
The sensitivity criterion is defined by
J1ðqÞ ¼
XNt
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Teðxi; tÞ
2 þ ½Tpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dtþ
XNc
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Ceðxi; tÞ
2 þ ½Cpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dt
ð27Þ
where Nt is the number of temperature sensors and Nc is the number of moisture
sensors installed in the drying body; see Figure 1. The design problem in view here
consists of the maximization of the criterion J1(q) by searching for the best time
profile of q(t). Indeed, the larger the magnitude of the input q(t), the greater will
be the sensitivities Te(xi, t) and Ce(xi, t). However, for some thermal and physical
considerations the input q(t) must be constrained; otherwise the maximization of
Eq. (27) will yield the trivial solution that the optimal input q(t) is infinite. Accord-
ingly, the input q(t) is constrained such that it is less than or equal to a constant E:Z tf
0
q2ðtÞ dt  E ð28Þ
For some practical considerations, maximizing the criterion (27), is usually
transformed into the minimization of the new following functional:
J2ðqÞ ¼ 
XNt
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Teðxi; tÞ
2 þ ½Tpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dt
XNc
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Ceðxi; tÞ
2 þ ½Cpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dt
ð29Þ
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with the same constraint on the input q(t) given in Eq. (28). The next step in this
optimization problem is the computation of the optimality conditions which can
be obtained by the introduction of the augmented Lagrangian functional L(q).
Indeed, this augmented functional takes into account all the constraints under which
the criterion J2(q) must be minimized, i.e., the constraint Eq. (28), the direct problem
given in Eqs. (1)–(8), and the two sensitivity problems given by Eqs. (11)–(18) and
(19)–(26). Explicitly, this can be written as
LðqÞ ¼
XNt
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Teðxi; tÞ
2þ ½Tpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dt
XNc
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Ceðxi; tÞ
2þ ½Cpðxi; tÞ
2
h i
dt
þb
Z tf
0
q2ðtÞ
E
tf
 
dtþ
Z tf
0
Z L
0

q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qCðx; tÞ
qt

qTðx; tÞ
qt

Pðx; tÞdxdtþ
Z tf
0
qðtÞþ
qTðx; tÞ
qx
 
MðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0

Biq½Tðx; tÞTaðtÞ ð1 eÞKoLuBim½Cðx; tÞCaðtÞ
þ
qTðx; tÞ
qx

FðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0
Z L
0
Lu
q
2Cðx; tÞ
qx2
LuPn
q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2

qCðx; tÞ
qt
" #
Uðx; tÞdxdt
þ
Z tf
0
Pn
qTðx; tÞ
qx

qCðx; tÞ
qx
 
SðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0
Bim½Cðx; tÞCaðtÞþ
qCðx; tÞ
qx
Pn
qTðx; tÞ
qx
 
X ðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0
Z L
0

q
2Teðx; tÞ
qx2
Ko
qCðx; tÞ
qt
 eKo
qCeðx; tÞ
qt

qTeðx; tÞ
qt

Qðx; tÞdxdt
þ
Z tf
0

BiqTeðx; tÞþKoLuBim½Cðx; tÞCaðtÞ
 ð1 eÞKoLuBimCeðx; tÞþ
qTeðx; tÞ
qx

GðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0
Z L
0
Lu
q
2Ceðx; tÞ
qx2
LuPn
q
2Teðx; tÞ
qx2

qCeðx; tÞ
qt
" #
Vðx; tÞdxdt
þ
Z tf
0
BimCeðx; tÞþ
qCeðx; tÞ
qx
Pn
qTeðx; tÞ
qx
 
Y ðtÞdt
þ
Z tf
0
Z L
0
q
2Tpðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qCpðx; tÞ
qt

qTpðx; tÞ
qt
" #
Rðx; tÞdxdt
þ
Z tf
0
BiqTpðx; tÞ ð1 eÞKoLuBimCpðx; tÞþ
qTpðx; tÞ
qx
 
HðtÞdt
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þZ tf
0 0
 Z L 
Lu
q
2Cpðx; tÞ
qx2
 Lu
q
2Tðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Tpðx; tÞ
qx2

qCpðx; tÞ
qt

Wðx; tÞ dx dt
þ
Z tf
0
qTðx; tÞ
qx

qCpðx; tÞ
qx
 
NðtÞ dt
þ
Z tf
0
Bim Cpðx; tÞ þ
qCpðx; tÞ
qx

qTðx; tÞ
qx
 Pn
qTpðx; tÞ
qx
 
ZðtÞ dt
ð30Þ
The variables P(x, t),M(t), F(t), U(x, t), S(t), X(t), Q(x, t), G(t), V(x, t), Y(t), R(x, t),
H(t),W(x, t), N(t), and Z(t) represent the Lagrange multipliers. The parameter b is a
Lagrange multiplier too. By doing so, the minimization problem under constraint is
transformed into another one without constraint and then the algorithm of Uzawa
can be used in this case to determine the optimal control input q(t) [29–33]. This
algorithm needs the computation of the optimality conditions [gradient of the func-
tional J2(q), and the Lagrange multiplier b] to be used in the iterative process. At this
stage, the calculus of variations is introduced to determine the optimality conditions
ofLðqÞ, which results, as one can see later, in the establishment of a set of variation
problems, a set of adjoint problems, and the gradient of the functional J2(q) to be
minimized.
To develop the variation problems, we assume that the unknown control q(t) is
perturbed by an amount eDq(t), which can be written in the following form
1
½qðtÞe ¼ qðtÞ þ eDqðtÞ ð31Þ
Thus, the temperature T(x, t), the moisture C(x, t), the temperature sensitivities
Te(x, t) and Tp(x, t), and the moisture sensitivities Ce(x, t) and Cp(x, t) undergo small
variations, whcih
½Tðx; tÞe ¼ Tðx; tÞ þ e DTðx; tÞ and ½Cðx; tÞe ¼ Cðx; tÞ þ e DCðx; tÞ ð32Þ
½Teðx; tÞe ¼ Teðx; tÞ þ e DTeðx; tÞ and ½Ceðx; tÞe ¼ Ceðx; tÞ þ e DCeðx; tÞ ð33Þ
½Tpðx; tÞe ¼ Tpðx; tÞ þ e DTpðx; tÞ and ½Cpðx; tÞe ¼ Cpðx; tÞ þ e DCpðx; tÞ ð34Þ
Variation problems are easily derived from the direct problem (1)–(8), sensi-
tivity problems (11)–(18), and (19)–(26) by introducing and applying the following
limiting process:
lim
e!0
Oe O
e
ð35Þ
to each equation member. The symbol O designates any mathematical operator, i.e.,
q=qx; q=qt; . . ., present in the different sets of equations. After some algebraic
1Remark: e is different than e. The first isa small number (!0) used in the mathematical computa-
tions. The second has a physical sense and designates the phase conversion factor in the drying body.
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manipulations, it is easy to show that the different variation problems resulting from
the variation of the control q(t) are given by
qDTðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2DTðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qDCðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1; t > 0 ð36Þ
DTðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð37Þ

qDTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ DqðtÞ x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð38Þ

qDTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq DTðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoLuBim DCðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð39Þ
qDCðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2DCðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2DTðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð40Þ
DCðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð41Þ

qDCðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qDTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð42Þ

qDCðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qDTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim DCðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð43Þ
for the direct problem (1)–(8),
qDTeðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2DTeðx; tÞ
qx2
Ko
qDCðx; tÞ
qt
 eKo
qDCeðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0
ð44Þ
DTeðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð45Þ
qDTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð46Þ

qDTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq DTeðx; tÞ þKoLuBim DCðx; tÞ
 ð1 eÞKoLuBim DCeðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð47Þ
qDCeðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2DCeðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2DTeðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð48Þ
DCeðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð49Þ
qDCeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð50Þ
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
qDCeðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qDTeðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim DCeðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð51Þ
for the temperature and moisture sensitivity functions with respect to e, Eqs. (11–18),
and finally,
qDTpðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2DTpðx; tÞ
qx2
 eKo
qDCpðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð52Þ
DTpðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð53Þ
qDTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð54Þ

qDTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq DTpðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoLuBim DCpðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð55Þ
qDCpðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2DCpðx; tÞ
qx2
 Lu
q
2DTðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2DTpðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð56Þ
DCpðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ 0 ð57Þ

qDCpðx; tÞ
qx
þ
qDTðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t > 0 ð58Þ

qDCpðx; tÞ
qx
þ
qDTðx; tÞ
qx
þ Pn
qDTpðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim DCpðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t > 0 ð59Þ
for temperature and moisture sensitivity functions with respect to Posnov number
Pn, i.e., Eqs. (19–26). To complete the variation calculus, the variation of the func-
tional to be minimized and the constraint to which it is submitted are presented as
well. A simple application of the limiting process defined in Eq. (35) gives
DJ2ðqÞ ¼ 2
XNt
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Teðxi; tÞDTeðxi; tÞ þ Tpðxi; tÞDTpðxi; tÞdt
 2
XNc
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Ceðxi; tÞDCeðxi; tÞ þ Cpðxi; tÞDCpðxi; tÞdt ð60Þ
for J2(q) and Z tf
0
2qðtÞDqðtÞ dt ð61Þ
for the constraint of applied control q(t). Once the variation problems are estab-
lished, the variation of the augmented Lagrangian functional DLðqÞ can be studied
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and the optimality conditions under which this functional is stationary are deduced.
This can be accomplished by writing the variation of DLðqÞ, i.e.,
DLðqÞ ¼ 2
XNt
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Teðxi; tÞDTeðxi; tÞ þ Tpðxi; tÞDTpðxi; tÞdt
 2
XNc
i¼1
Z tf
0
½Ceðxi; tÞDCeðxi; tÞ þ Cpðxi; tÞDCpðxi; tÞdt
þ b
Z tf
0
2qðtÞDqðtÞdtþ . . . ð62Þ
For the same reasons outlined above, only the first two terms are reported in the
expression of DLðqÞ. If DTe(x, t), Tp(x, t), DCe(x, t), and Cp(x, t) are solutions to
their corresponding variation problems, the stationarity conditions of DLðqÞ pro-
duce the following adjoint problems [24, 27]:

qPðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2Pðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Uðx; tÞ
qx2
 Lu
q
2Wðx; tÞ
qx2
0 < x < 1 t < tf ð63Þ
Pðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð64Þ
qPðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð65Þ

qPðx; tÞ
qx
þ LuPn
qUðx; tÞ
qx
þ Lu
qWðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Biq Pðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf ð66Þ

qUðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Uðx; tÞ
qx2
þ eKo
qPðx; tÞ
qt
þKo
qQðx; tÞ
qt
0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð67Þ
Uðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð68Þ
qUðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð69Þ

qUðx; tÞ
qx
¼ BimUðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoBim Pðx; tÞ þKoBimQðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf
ð70Þ
for the direct problem given in Eqs. (1–8),

qQðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2Qðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Vðx; tÞ
qx2
 2Teðx; tÞ 0 < x < 1 t < tf ð71Þ
Qðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð72Þ
qQðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð73Þ
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
qQðx; tÞ
qx
þ LuPn
qVðx; tÞ
qx
¼ BiqQðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf ð74Þ

qVðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Vðx; tÞ
qx2
þ eKo
qQðx; tÞ
qt
 2Ceðx; tÞ 0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð75Þ
Vðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð76Þ
qVðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð77Þ

qVðx; tÞ
qx
¼ Bim Vðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoBimQðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf ð78Þ
for the temperature and moisture sensitivity functions with respect to e, Eqs. (11–18),
and finally,

qRðx; tÞ
qt
¼
q
2 Rðx; tÞ
qx2
 LuPn
q
2Wðx; tÞ
qx2
 2Tpðx; tÞ 0 < x < 1 t < tf ð79Þ
Rðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð80Þ
qRðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð81Þ

qRðx; tÞ
qx
þ LuPn
qWðx; tÞ
qx
¼ BiqRðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf ð82Þ

qWðx; tÞ
qt
¼ Lu
q
2Wðx; tÞ
qx2
þ eKo
qRðx; tÞ
qt
 2Cpðx; tÞ 0 < x < 1 t > 0 ð83Þ
Wðx; tÞ ¼ 0 0 < x < 1 t ¼ tf ð84Þ
qWðx; tÞ
qx
¼ 0 x ¼ 0 t < tf ð85Þ

qWðx; tÞ
qx
¼ BimWðx; tÞ  ð1 eÞKoBim Rðx; tÞ x ¼ 1 t < tf ð86Þ
for the temperature and moisture sensitivity functions with respect to Posnov num-
ber Pn, expressed by Eqs. (19–26). The source terms appearing in these adjoint prob-
lems are located at the measurement points of temperature for Te(x, t) and Tp(x, t)
and at the moisture measurements points for Ce(x, t) and Cp(x, t), respectively. The
same adjoint problem is obtained for e and Posnov number Pn. By taking into
account (1) the hypothesis that the control q(t) belongs to the Hilbert space of square
integrable functions in the time domaine 0< t< tf [24, 27], and (2) the optimality
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conditions, i.e.,
DLðqÞ ¼ DJ2ðqÞ ¼
Z tf
0
½Pð0; tÞ þ 2bqðtÞDqðtÞ dt ¼ 0 ð87Þ
we obtain the following expression for the unknown control q(t):
qðtÞ ¼ 
1
2b
Pð0; tÞ ð88Þ
Now the Uzawa algorithm can be implemented to estimate iteratively the control q(t)
[29, 30, 32, 33]. The basic steps of this algorithm are as follows.
1. Given the constraint E, the parameter ., e1, and e2 three small numbers. Given an
initial guess of the parameter b and the heat flux q(t), set the counters i¼ 0, j¼ 0,
2. Solve the direct and sensitivity problems, given in Eqs. (1)–(8) and (11)–(26), and
compute the functional J i2ðqÞ, given by Eq. (29),
3. Increment the counter i¼ iþ 1 and solve the adjoint problems given in Eqs. (63)–
(86). Obtain the optimal control q(t) according to Eqs. (88),
4. Solve the direct and sensitivity problems, Eqs. (1)–(8) and (11)–(26), and compute
the functional J i2ðqÞ, given by Eq. (28),
5. Check the criteria jJ i2ðqÞ  J
i1
2 ðqÞj  e1: if yes, continue; if no, go to step 3,
6. Increment the counter j¼ jþ 1 and compute the constraint Ej according to
Eq. (28),
7. Check the criteria jEjEj  e2; if no, modify b¼ bþ .(E
jE), set the counter
i¼ 0, and go to step 2,
8. Finish computation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the design of an optimal thermal input in Luikov’s equations, which makes
the six parameters simultaneously easy to estimate, we examine two test cases of
practical interest involving different materials: ceramics and wood. The numerical
modeling of heat and moisture transfer in capillary-porous bodies requires accurate
knowledge of the thermophysical properties appearing in the formulation. Table 1
summarizes the data of the two test cases examined in this article, ceramics and
wood. The dimensionless exact parameters presented in this table were obtained
from the themophysical properties given in [14, 15, 34]. In both cases, the dimension-
less thickness of the sample was taken as L¼ 1. The dimensionless experimental time,
tf, for each material, is displayed in the same table.
The direct, sensitivity, variation, and adjoint problems were solved with the
finite-difference method by using an implicit scheme in time [35]. The spatial domain
0< x<L was discretized with 21 nodes, while 1,001 time steps were used to advance
the solution from t¼ 0 to t¼ tf. Analytical solutions presented in [16, 17] were used
to check the numerical solutions obtained with the finite-difference method. The
numerical predictions of top, center, and bottom temperature and moisture distribu-
tions were compared with the analytical solution of Mikhailov, and an error less
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than 1% was observed between the two solutions for the two materials, ceramics and
wood. The analytical solutions presented in the above references were derived with a
constant dimensionless heat flux applied at the bottom of the sample, i.e., x¼ 0. For
both cases, the dimensionless heat flux was taken as q¼ 0.9. Figure 2 shows analyti-
cal and numerical temperature and moisture profiles at two sensor locations, top and
bottom of the sample, for the wood test case. The numerical and analytical results of
Figure 2 are in good agreement, therefore the verification of the numerical finite-
difference method is thus completed.
Table 1. Experimental data of examined test cases and estimation results with confidence intervals
. Parameter Biq Bim Lu Pn Ko E L tf q(t)
Ceramics Exact values 2.50 3.33 0.238 0.084 49.42 0.200 1 10 —
Initial guess 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.01 —
Upper bound 104 104 104 104 104 104 —
Lower bound 104 104 104 104 104 104 —
Estimated (r¼ 0) 2.500 3.333 0.2380 0.0840 49.423 0.2000 0.9
Estimated (r 6¼ 0) 2.509 3.319 0.238 0.0834 49.585 0.1999 0.9
Confidence int. () 0.025 0.043 0.0015 0.0012 0.440 0.0019 —
Estimated (r¼ 0) 2.50 3.33 0.238 0.084 49.42 0.200 optimal
Estimated (r 6¼ 0) 2.50 3.32 0.238 0.083 49.58 0.199 optimal
Confidence int. () 0.008 0.015 0.0005 0.0003 0.181 0.0007 —
Wood Exact values 1.73 5.68 0.0085 0.0513 390.0 0.200 1 150 —
Initial guess 1.00 2.00 0.002 0.200 100.0 0.100 —
Upper bound 104 104 104 104 104 104 —
Lower bound 104 104 104 104 104 104 —
Estimated (r¼ 0) — — — — — — 0.9
Estimated (r 6¼ 0) — — — — — — 0.9
Estimated (r¼ 0) 1.730 5.681 0.0085 0.0513 390.00 0.2000 optimal
Estimated (r 6¼ 0) 1.733 5.682 0.0084 0.0.0507 390.32 0.2000 optimal
Confidence int. () 0.009 0.021 0.0002 0.0017 2.22 0.0018 —
Figure 2. Comparison between analytical and numerical solutions for wood test case (T, temperature; M,
moisture).
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Usually, measurement system design for a physical process involves the choice
of the states to be measured and the frequency and location of measurements.
Indeed, measurements at certain points in the spatial domain of the system may yield
more information about the system than measurements at other points and, there-
fore, the accuracy of the state estimate depends on the number and locations of sen-
sors. This idea was substantially discussed in some previous articles [14, 15].
In this work, we consider the problem of the determination of an optimal
applied boundary condition for distributed parameter systems that guarantees the
simultaneous estimation of Luikov’s parameters from a single experiment. Since
the number of sensors is generally governed by technical and economic considera-
tions, it is desirable to locate the given number of measurement sensors at points that
lead to the best estimate of the system state and with the best compromise between
the technical nature and the price of sensors. Herein, we consider available the tem-
perature and moisture measurements of two sensors installed at x¼ 0 and x¼L,
respectively, for both treated materials. Installing sensors at the interface of the body
(bottom and top) introduces less perturbation in the thickness of the body and
makes the measurement process relatively easy to perform.
For both cases, optimal and constant heat flux profiles, the inverse problem of
parameter estimation is solved with the Levenberg–Marquardt method of minimiza-
tion of the least-squares norm [20, 23]. Such a method was first derived by Levenberg
[36] in 1944, by modifying the ordinary least-squares norm. Later, in 1963,
Marquardt [37] derived basically the same technique using a different approach.
In this article, the subroutine BCLSJ from the IMSL library is used to estimate
Luikov’s parameters simultaneously. This subroutine solves nonlinear least-squares
problems subject to bounds on the variables using a modified Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm with a user-supplied Jacobian [38]. More detailsabout this technique can
be found in the specialized literature and the reference manual [39].
To examine the accuracy of the Levenberg–Marquardt method as applied to the
present parameter estimation approach, we used simulated measurements containing
random measurement errors with standard deviation r¼ 0 (errorless measurements),
as well as r¼ 0.01 Tmax and r¼ 0.01Cmax, where Tmax andCmax denote the maximum
measured temperature and moisture content, respectively. Once the parameters were
computed with the above computational procedure, a crude statistical analysis was
performed in order to obtain estimates for the standard deviations and other quantities
of interest to assess the accuracy of the estimated parameters and to analyze the influ-
ence of the chosen boundary condition [constant or optimal q(t)].
Test Case 1
Test Case 1 concerns the estimation of an optimal time-dependent heat flux q(t)
that makes possible the simultaneous estimation of all Luikov’s parameters of cer-
amics from a single drying experiment with a minimum number of temperature
and moisture sensors. The initial guess of the six parameters and their lower and
upper bounds (constraints) used by the Levenberg-Marquardt method are displayed
in Table 1. The initial guess of parameters is far enough from the exact values in
comparison with the initial guess used by Datas and his co-workers [14, 15]. In a first
step, the estimation of the six parameters was conducted with noiseless data and with
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a constant applied heat flux [q(t)¼ 0.9]. As q(t) is constant in this case, exact tem-
perature and moisture profiles at the bottom and the top of the sample, obtained
from the analytical solution of Mikhailov [16–19], were used to generate the simu-
lated measurements.
The obtained results, shown in Table 1, match precisely the exact values (see
rows 2 and 6), and no error is observed in this case. The Jacobian needed in the IMSL
subroutine BCLSJ is supplied externally by the authors, and they have used a central
finite-difference scheme in its computation. The perturbation epsilon used in the
central finite-difference computation was taken as 105. By doing so, the time com-
putation is slightly increased, but this is the price to pay for estimating these para-
meters. In fact, the use of the BCLSF subroutine of the IMSL library, which
computes the Jacobian internally does not work in this case, and the estimation
was fruitless for the chosen initial guess of parameters.
In a second step, the estimation of Luikov’s parameters was conducted using
noised data (temperature and moisture). The six estimated parameters and their con-
fidence intervals are displayed in Table 1. The obtained results, over one run, are
excellent, and the confidence intervals are acceptable. In this case, the computation
of the Jacobian was supplied externally as in the first step.
The next step was the computation of an optimal time-dependent heat flux that
makes the estimation easier. Then, the Uzawa algorithm was run with the initial
guess of Luikov’s parameters displayed in Table 1. The constraint E over the applied
heat flux q(t), given by Eq. (28) and used here, was taken as 10. It corresponds
approximately to the integration of a constant q(t) (¼0.9) over the experimental time
t¼ 0 to t¼ tf. The optimal heat flux profile q(t) was obtained by taking the Uzawa
parameters as a¼ 0.35 and .¼ 0.35. The drawback of this algorithm is the initial
choice of these two parameters. Specialized mathematical literature recommends
the choice of small values for these two parameters, but without giving any directives
on how to do so. The optimal heat flux profile q(t), displayed in Figure 3, was
Figure 3. Constant and optimal heat flux time profile in the case of ceramics material.
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obtained in 7 iterations of i counter and with approximately 31 over j counter. The
number i represents a mean value of the iteration number at each j step (see the
algorithm paragraph).
Figure 3 presents the constant and optimal heat flux time profiles applied at
x¼ 0 (bottom of the sample). No matter the initial guess of q(t), the inherent null
final condition of the adjoint problem, given in Eqs. 63–86, makes the optimal q(t)
always null at the final time tf [see Eq. (88)]. As one can observe, the shape of opti-
mal q(t) is widely different than the constant one. Its maximum amplitude is twice
that of the constant one.
Then this optimal heat flux profile q(t) is used in the estimation procedure with
noiseless and noised data. The six estimated parameters are displayed in Table 1
with their corresponding confidence intervals in the case of noiseless and noised
data. For both cases, the estimation can be considered as excellent. In the case of
noised data, the results obtained with a constant q(t) and an optimal q(t) are com-
pared. The comparison reveals that the estimation with an optimal q(t) is better than
the one conducted with a constant q(t). Indeed, for the same noise amplitude, the
confidence intervals and the confidence region obtained with an optimal heat flux
profile are significantly better. In the optimal theory control [28], the estimation
accuracy for linear and nonlinear dynamic system identification is known to be max-
imized by the use of optimal inputs. The displayed results in Table 1 confirm this
tendency.
The reduction of the least-square criterion in the Levenberg-Marquardt
method, for both cases, constant and optimal q(t), are compared in Figure 4. A
marked difference in the decrease of the criterion is observed between the two pro-
files, with a large advantage to the optimal q(t) profile. The number of iteration is
approximately divided by 2 in the case of optimal q(t). After a net decrease in the
first few iterations, both profiles exhibit a stationary evolution but much longer
Figure 4. Evolution of the least-square criterion as a function of iteration number for both heat flux
profiles; constant and optimal; ceramics test case.
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for constant q(t). The stationary evolution occurs at two different levels of the
least-square criterion. Then, the least-square criterion decreases drastically when
the optimal q(t) is used in the estimation as reported in the same Figure 4.
Figure 5 displays the sensitivity coefficients (temperature and moisture)
obtained in both cases, constant and optimal q(t), for the Posnov parameter Pn.
By using an optimal heat flux profile, the sensitivity coefficients exhibit a great
change over the duration of the experiment. After a short time from the beginning
of the experiment, their amplitudes are doubled in comparison with those achieved
with constant q(t). This change causes a significant increase in the sensitivity of
measured temperature and moisture to the unknown parameter Pn. The change from
a constant to an optimal q(t) influences considerably both sensitivity coefficients
(temperature and moisture) in the their shape and amplitude.
Figure 6 shows the sensitivity coefficients (temperature and moisture) obtained
in both cases, constant and optimal q(t), for the phase conversion factor e. Inspec-
tion of this figure shows that there is no substantial influence of changing the heat
Figure 5. Sensitivity coefficients obtained with constant and optimal q(t) for Pn parameter.
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flux profile on both sensitivity coefficients of e. Despite a tiny change, the sensitivity
coefficients exhibit the same time evolution no matter the heat flux profile used. The
use of an optimal heat flux profile seems to have no influence on the moisture sen-
sitivity coefficient with respect to e as shown by Figure 6. Indeed, this figure presents
an extremely small change of moisture sensitivity coefficient over the experiment
duration.
Figure 7 compares the measured temperature and moisture profiles at the sen-
sor locations obtained respectively with constant and optimal q(t). Temperature pro-
files obtained with optimal q(t) present a marked difference from those obtained with
constant heat flux q(t). As expected, the measured temperature from the sensor
located at x¼ 0 is more sensitive to the change of applied heat flux. On the other
hand, the moisture profiles obtained with optimal q(t) present a small change in com-
parison with the ones obtained with constant q(t). Moisture measurements of sensor
2 (x ¼ L) do not seem to be affected by the optimal input q(t), as shown by the same
figure.
Figure 6. Sensitivity coefficients obtained with constant and optimal q(t) for E parameter.
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Test Case 2
Test Case 2 concerns the estimation of an optimal time-dependent heat flux q(t)
that makes possible the simultaneous estimation of all Luikov’s parameters of wood
from a single drying experiment with a minimum number of temperature and moist-
ure sensors. The initial guess of the six parameters and their lower and upper bounds
(contraints) used by the Levenberg-Marquardt method are displayed in Table 1.
In a first step, the estimation of the six parameters was conducted with noise-
less measurements and with a constant applied heat flux [q(t)¼ 0.9]. Similar to test
case I, q(t) is constant in this case, and exact temperature and moisture measure-
ments at the bottom and the top of the sample, obtained from the analytical solution
of Mikhailov [16–19], are used to generate the simulated measurements.
Unfortunately, with constant q(t) (¼0.9), the estimation fails no matter the
subroutine used, BCLSJ or BCLSF, from the IMSL library. As stated before, the
difference between the two subroutines is how the Jacobian, needed in the estimation
procedure, is computed. The Jacobian used in the BCLSJ subroutine is supplied
Figure 7. Measured temperature and moisture obtained with optimal and nonoptimal q(t).
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externally and computed by a central finite-difference scheme. In this case, the esti-
mation stopped after 7 iterations when BCLSF was used and after 8 iterations when
BCLSJ was used. The decrease of the least-square criterion is slightly faster with the
second subroutine. In conclusion, with a constant supplied heat flux q(t), the esti-
mation does not work with the specified initial guess given in Table 1. Without
checking the computation, the estimation with noised data was abandoned in the
case of q(t) constant.
The second step was the computation of an optimal time-dependent heat flux
that makes the estimation easier. The Uzawa algorithm was run with the initial guess
of Luikov’s parameters displayed in Table 1. The constraint E over the appliedheat
flux q(t), given by Eq. 28 and used here, was taken as 135. It corresponds approxi-
mately to the integration of a constant q(t) (¼0.9) over the experimental time t¼ 0 to
t¼ tf. The optimal heat flux profile q(t) was obtained by taking the Uzawa para-
meters as a¼ 0.20 and .¼ 2 105. So as not to extend the length of this article,
the optimal heat flux profile q(t) is not displayed here.
With an optimal heat flux profile, the estimation of Luikov’s parameter with
both noised and errorless measurements succeeded, and the results obtained are pre-
sented in Table 1. With errorless data, the inverse procedure retrieves precisely the
exact parameters in a reasonable iteration number. The iteration process is stopped
when the relative difference between two successive estimated parameters is less than
or equal to 106.
Figure 8 displays the decrease of the least-square criterion for both cases,
constant and optimal q(t), when errorless measurements are used in the inverse
procedure. As reported before and displayed in Figure 8, the estimation with con-
stant q(t) fails and stops after 7 iterations, while the estimation with optimal q(t)
works well and Luikov’s parameters are retrieved after 23 iterations.
Table 1 displays the estimated parameters obtained with optimal q(t) and
noised data. The confidence intervals are also shown in the table and are quite
Figure 8. Least-square criterion reduction with q(t) constant and optimal: wood test case.
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acceptable in comparison to the standard deviation of added white noise to tempera-
ture and moisture simulated measurements. The initial guesses of estimated para-
meters are as far as 1–4 orders of magnitude from the exact parameters. The use
of an optimal heat flux q(t) makes the simultaneous estimation of all Luikov’s
parameters possible.
CONCLUSIONS
A general optimization algorithm for finding an optimal input that ensures the
estimation of a set of parameters in inverse heat problems has been detailed. Its pres-
entation, derivation, and application have been conducted through the solution of an
inverse heat and mass transfer problem governed by a set of linear partial differential
equations. It concerns the estimation of Luikov’s parameters characterizing the heat
and mass transfer in a drying capillary porous material. The basic idea behind this
algorithm consists of maximizing the sensitivity coefficients appearing in the esti-
mation procedure. In other words, the performance criterion is selected in such
way that the sensitivity of the measured state variables to the unknown parameters
is maximized. Any given constraint on the optimal input can be taken into consider-
ation and included in this algorithm. The estimation accuracy for system identifi-
cation is known to be maximized by the use of such optimal inputs.
Two test cases were thoroughly investigated and their optimal heat inputs were
obtained. The results presented show the capabilities of this method in increasing the
sensitivity coefficients needed in the estimation procedure. The feasibility of estimat-
ing all of Luikov’s parameters of ceramics and wood from a single drying experiment
was presented and analyzed. Until now, only four parameters (Biq, Bim, Lu, and Ko)
among the six (Biq, Bim, Lu, Ko, Pn, e) were easy to estimate. By producing an opti-
mal heat flux input, the sensitivity coefficients of parameters increases significantly,
which improves the identifiability condition of all parameters and reduces the confi-
dence intervals of the estimated parameters. Indeed,the optimal heat inputs of the
test cases analyzed were noted to reduce significantly the confidence intervals of
the estimated parameters.
The algorithm presented completes the different tools available in optimizing
experiments for estimating heat and=or mass parameters. Among the most searched
optimal conditions in the design of experiments dealing with inverse thermal prob-
lems consists of determining (1) the minimum number of sensors, (2) the best space
locations of sensors, (3) the optimal frequency in collecting measurements, and (4)
the optimal duration of the experiment. When one of these different tools reaches
its limit, the present algorithm can be used to overcome this limitation. The results
obtained by using simulated measurements with and without random errors illus-
trate the capabilities of the present approach to facilitate the simultaneous identifi-
cation of parameters in Luikov’s dimensionless linear formulation.
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